Get Off Your Assets! Innovate Now.
7 Monetization Strategies to Convert Your Existing Content into Cash
by Niki Faldemolaei
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It has never been as easy and inexpensive to produce and distribute your own content than right now.
With the rapid growth of more than seven billion active cellular mobile accounts, and 67% of buyers
initiating their purchases via smartphone, it is imperative that companies innovate to adopt digital
strategies into their marketing and sales mix.
Senior executives are adopting the mindset of creating a technically-competitive organization; but
when it comes to walking the talk, many fall short on actually taking action. More and more prospects
and hiring agencies are vetting a brand by the presence (or absence) of the C-level executives’ social
influence score. Their ability to demonstrate that they truly understand the importance of evolving digital
trends can directly affect how well they attract and retain key customers and employees.
To attract the best Chief Marketing Officer, as an example, companies are best served when
executives consider the CMO to be like an air traffic controller, often tracking changes in an industry
before others. They provide a context for those who make decisions in an organization. They carefully
watch and test analytics of their messaging to see how prospects and customers react and can intelligently
shift a direction or bulk-up on resources where needed to get the best result. The CMO is fast becoming
considered a revenue generator as opposed to a cost center.
It is no longer sufficient to rely on the typical C-suite with your standard roles of CEO-COO-CIOCMO-CTO. As these roles overlap with technology dynamically changing each one, a new role is
emerging, the Chief Digital Officer, CDO, who holds a board-level, strategic mandate between that of the
CEO and other CXOs or silos of an organization. It is not a silo unto itself.
Because marketing technology is so quick to change, it can be difficult to hire or retain the perfect
mix of talent. Sixty-two percent of companies outsource all or part of their digital marketing, mainly the
most difficult types. Outsourcing supplements internal skills to improve performance.
Marketing technology experts are a new breed of talent who actively test the latest technology
platforms and channels of distribution through each of their clients. Most become certified in multiple
platforms, giving them an unfair advantage over the old school consulting firms.
It is not unusual to find teams of highly-skilled, former executives who have adopted digital
marketing as their new playing field. They make incredible outsourcing candidates for organizations who
are not able to hire teams, and can often be covered under additional budget line items such as education,
research and/or technology.
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Let’s do an exercise for a minute and reframe what you are doing in your business. Most companies
produce far more content than they ever utilize. From white papers and speeches to blog posts and market
research, any organization can digitize a great deal of relevant data that can be repurposed into news bytes
and saleable assets.
American Express was wildly successful using Facebook to post images and videos, to the tune of
receiving five million “likes” on their business page. What they discovered is that they had archives of
data that was sitting, unused. They repurposed this content and created an “American Express
Milestones” series of posts that spanned the lifetime of their company founded in 1890. Such a collection
can now be repurposed into an e-book, blog posts, LinkedIn discussion groups, or even turned into
videos.
IBM, Target, and Four Seasons are notable for using a combination of curated and created content in
virtually every format under the sun, including:
• Blogs
• Microsites (education or finance divisions)
• Print and digital publications
• Social media conversations
• Visual content (infographics, animations)
• Podcasts
• Video (product demos, short films)
• Apps (gaming)
• User-generated content
• Multichannel experiences
• And more!
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No matter what type of business you have, you are in show business – the business of showing
people your skills and knowledge. You are also in the event business. Your success relies upon the events
you attend or host and the people with whom you surround yourself.
When you engage with your network of influencers at a trade show, through interactive social
forums or directly via your sales team, you automatically get real-time feedback to your offerings,
enabling you to tweak and correct as you go. At that point, and only then, it is your engaging content that
will attract the biggest brands in the world, including Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, LinkedIn,
Twitter and YouTube. These mega-giants will actively promote your engaging offerings, and some will
even pay you to bring them your content.

The path of least resistance is the ideal way to start. Let’s use New York Times best-selling author JJ
Virgin as an example, who has produced a system for weight management and healthy lifestyle in
California. JJ routinely speaks at conferences, hosts a healthy network show online, and sells
supplements, workshops and books. She is an ideal candidate for success because she is an implementer
who had hundreds of hours of content that was underutilized! It simply needed to be repurposed and
launched to maximize distribution! We will visit “7 Ways to Profit” later in this chapter.
Since video and streaming are mega-trends for billions of users with smartphones and tablets, our
first step with an organization is to start gathering and capturing their content with video. YouTube Live
is a free service that enables us to capture their interviews live, share screens, and feature their guests in
real time. With a simple adjustment, we add their existing commercials and sponsors to these live events
to monetize the show.
“I learned more about my audience in a 2-hour livecast than I had in the past 10 years of marketing and
growing into a successful 7-figure business!” – Celebrity Nutrition and Fitness Expert JJ Virgin is a
four-time NY Times best-selling author
Our strategy is to keep our companies in motion, like JJ, tweaking something they already do
(turning content into audio and video). Then we repurpose and/or add bonuses with books, CDs, DVDs
and workshops as we map automated educational, marketing, and sales campaigns. We then deliver this
content everywhere in every format to every device, a strategy known as multicast marketing.
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For those who do not have a lot of content to repurpose, as in a start-up company, we might begin
with an interview-style video capture session. Since this brand is an unknown, they might choose to
leverage other people’s talent and brand recognition by inviting public figures or experts to be guest
interviewees.
A real-world example of a start-up success, Entrepreneur on Fire founder John Lee Dumas
discovered the magic when he started interviewing successful business owners about their strategies and
achievements. He started by asking well-known authors and entrepreneurs with recent business success
stories to be interviewed on his show. In doing so, he leveraged their expertise and networks expanding
10 times beyond his own influence. He executed the fastest route and launched his daily drive-time
podcast to build a 7-figure empire in only 13 months!
Another real-world example of early adopters of digitizing their shows is the trend where celebrities
have moved from TV to online streaming. Late night host Jay Leno, anchorwoman Katie Couric, and E!’s
Chelsea Handler have moved from cable TV networks to online shows.
With the onset of mobile device dominance for our attention span, there is huge growth potential for
savvy companies in virtually any industry. Whether you are a doctor, CEO or financial maven, you have
the opportunity to become the early-adopter of a ridiculously-inexpensive business model that is
threatening to be the next disruptive technology. Next we will take a look at some creative ways to use
the content from your show to achieve multicast profits.

7 Monetization Strategies to Convert Your Existing Content into Cash
It’s the age of multi-channel, omni-channel, and multi-device shopping. The lines between offline and
online shopping experiences are increasingly blurring:

•
•
•
•

44% of consumers research online and buy online
51% research online and visit a store to purchase
17% visit a store first and then purchase online
32% research online, visit a store to view a product, and then return online to make a purchase

1. Multicast
The strategy of creating content once, then repurposing it to reach every device, in every format,
delivering content everywhere in the world is referred to as multicast marketing. Your customers want to
consume your content in their preferred way, whether it is auditory, visual or kinesthetic. Creating your
multi-platform content and distributing it in multicast outlets gives you an unfair advantage in reaching
your target audience.
Your profit lever: No matter where your customer looks, they can now find properly-ranked content
that is yours. Over 220 million buyers seek to purchase via Amazon. Over 400 million buyers seek to
purchase via Apple Store. There are more than two billion tablets, three billion laptops, and seven billion
smartphones on which persons shop and consume engaging content like yours. Leveraging these digital
landscapes is vital to business success. Visit http://multicastprofits.com for more information.
“Globally 3.2 billion people are using the Internet at the end of 2015.” – ICT Facts & Figures 2015
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2. Livecast
Your speeches or shows can be captured via video and/or broadcast with YouTube Live for free with
unlimited viewers. This digital technology is replacing analog broadcast, cable and film. You can now
replace radio and TV with free delivery tools connecting to virtually any device, anytime, anywhere.
Notably important is how webinars and the latest trend in Blab, Periscope and Meerkat, are capturing
content real-time, to build a library of opportunities.
Your profit lever: Utilizing your show with the leverage of your guest’s brand is a powerful way to
engage your audience in deadline offers, live discounts, and bonuses, each pointing to new and enticing
added-value offers. Product launches in the Internet marketing worlds have consistently reached milliondollar days from a single livecast event. Webinar replays, set up correctly, also prove this multi-six and
seven-figure model. Visit http://multicastprofits.com for more.
3. Podcast
This is the most overlooked opportunity in online marketing. Podcasting is as simple as taking your
audio, video and PDF content and distributing it to the 800-pound gorilla Apple to reach millions of
buyers so they can see your content. With most new cars equipped for streaming, drive-time podcasts are
an ideal form of capturing your audience for an average 26 minutes twice a day, seven days a week.
Your profit lever: Podcasters have surpassed the radio and TV talk show model and turned it into a
self-sustaining business with earnings from subscriptions and/or advertising and sponsorships. When your
subscribers listen to you on the run, in the car, or on headphones, you have the multi-touch intimacy of
which most marketers can only dream. Visit http://multicastprofits.com for more.
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4. Bookcast
Attaining “Author Expert” status is a powerful way to position yourself as an authority in order to
open doors for media interviews, speaking engagements and consulting gigs. It is as easy as taking your
show content, transcribing it, and turning it into a book. The old paradigm where authors hope to make
their income from book sales has taken a critical turn toward the creative.
Your profit lever: Your book is your ticket to partnerships with media events, charitable programs
and corporate endorsements. Gifting your book to key account management or offering to give your book
away at joint events with relevant brand names elevates your status as an expert. Leveraging these
partnerships expands your reach 10x $$$ beyond a traditional book tour. You quickly earn the right to use
“As seen on…,” adding mega-media logos in your promotions. Visit http://multicastprofits.com for more.

5. Mobilecast
A mind-blowing seven billion mobile accounts exist (approaching the 7.3 billion world population),
making the mobile delivery market the most dynamic potential for growth. Soon, texting, SMS, MMS and
scanning QR codes will be standard procedure for gathering leads from live events, networking circles
and online buyers. Leads build lists. Lists, when strategically executed, build assets.
Your profit lever: Since more than 67% of purchases are initiated via mobile, and sales are
dependent on your list, the mobile capture of leads has a direct impact on revenue. Most Futurists will
agree that mobile commerce is one of the most important trends of this time. You are in the right place at
the right time to put your content in the pockets of billions. Seize it! Visit http://multicastprofits.com for
more.
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“By the end of 2015, there are more than 7 billion mobile cellular subscriptions, corresponding to a
penetration rate of 97%, up from 738 million in 2000.” – ICT Facts & Figures 2015

6. Socialcast
Syndication of your content is key to building your brand and your income. You can now cater to
your audience on their terms, where they spend their time. You might reach a customer on Twitter or a
business colleague on LinkedIn. Whether your audience is blogging or watching YouTube videos, they
will find you. What this means for business is that there is a new way to target success through a social
influence score.
Your profit lever: Engagement of your high-scoring, targeted audience through social sharing of
bonus offers and incentives puts customers into a queue where they are fed your high-quality, meaningful
content over time, to build trust, followed by the conversion to sales after three, seven, or 12 interactions
with you. Visit http://multicastprofits.com for more.
“When companies such as Disney, Nike, and Microsoft are creating successful marketing efforts centered
on people’s social influence scores, as a business professional, you’d better take that seriously.” – Mark
Schaefer, author of Return on Influence

7. Broadcast
You may have heard the prediction that Cable is dying thanks in part to Netflix, Hulu and Amazon.
As markets shift from analog to digital delivery, media organizations are scrambling to stay current while
their programming and operations are disrupted by the onset of iTV, tablets and smartphones as the
preferred way to watch shows.
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Your profit lever: This is a perfect time for your show to be that trend, or for you to become a
consultant to celebrities, casting directors, writers, and producers for TV/film. You may provide key
education in a specific role, or show an idea from drone pilots to holographic education … or relationship
guru to investment disruptor. Digitizing your content and positioning yourself as an expert in your field
gives you an unfair advantage. Get there first! Visit http://multicastprofits.com for more.
Conclusion
Since over 70% of buyers who arrive to make a purchase have already made up their mind as to what
they intend to purchase, it is imperative that your content was key in their researched decision. This
means your content needs to be at their fingertips everywhere, in every format, on every device, long
before the sale takes place.
Content marketing has become more important than advertising and has disrupted the way
technically-competitive companies can win the race of digital creation and consumption of marketing
information.
The successful executives and brands are those who move with the trend and “hire smart”; who build
a perfect mix of CXO, employee and outsourced talent to maximize the return on investment as well as
stand out in the marketplace.

About Niki Faldemolaei
Author of three #1 international best-selling books, and certified
marketing technologist and strategist, Niki helps companies master the
digital age so that they can grow and profit.
Niki served 20 years in corporate biotechnology and new media
industries followed by 10 years in entrepreneurial product and service
launches, campaigns utilizing cutting-edge intelligence and live event
promotions for celebrity athletes and pioneering healers.
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While working with the Newspaper Association of America, IMG Creative and Proelite, Niki
achieved successful client placements in USA Today, Newsweek, Washington Post, NY Times, Huffington
Post, Muscle & Fitness; at the Cannes Film Festival and Toronto Film Festival; as well as on the
Sundance Channel, National Geographic Channel, and Showtime. Niki has also earned agency,
publishing and NY Times interactive awards.
In her spare time she contributes to non-profit charities and was blessed to run a branch church
ONAC Indigenous School of Temple Arts. Visit them at http://indigenous-nations.org.
Visit Niki at http://TempleArtsCommunications.com or http://MulticastProfits.com.
And on social media at https://www.linkedin.com/in/faldemolaei,
https://www.facebook.com/faldemolaei/, and https://twitter.com/NFManagement.

Bonus Offer
Receive a free report on 10 Rules to Double Your Business in 90 Days, and access to the #1
international best-selling book Lead with Livecast, at http://90days.MulticastProfits.com

Notes
(1) http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/facts/ICTFactsFigures2015.pdf
https://www.cmocouncil.org/facts-stats-categories.php?view=all&category=mobile-marketing
(2) Social Influence Score – A calculation based on an algorithm of how and where you show up in
social media, blogs and press.
(3) Social Influence – An extension of word-of-mouth marketing adding behaviors that include
social media, blogs and press.
(4) Content Editorial Statement – http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/10/statement-contentmarketing.
(5) Disruptive Technology is an innovation that helps create a new market and value network, and
eventually disrupts an existing market and value network, displacing an earlier technology. An example
would be how Netflix and Hulu are displacing cable TV.
(6) Read more at http://www.business2community.com/marketing/first-step-road-becoming-multichannel-marketing-expert-01177942#i4eoTikftH2So7RG.99.
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(7) http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/05/content-marketing-tips/

Disclaimer
Results are not typical. We are not lawyers or CPAs and recommend you check in with your counsel
when choosing to engage in this new world of marketing technology.
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